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Designing “progressive” schools

'Paideia' at Cornerstone College. Photo: Don Brice

ADELAIDE | A dramatic rethink of classroom design at an Adelaide Hills school has opened up a new front in the debate

between ‘traditional’ and ‘progressive’ education.

A new, $8 million middle school learning centre at Cornerstone College, dubbed ‘Paideia’, features alternative furniture, wide open

spaces, flexible, interconnected classrooms and a ‘reading tree’.

Architect Peter Moeck designed the space for the CEFPI Mayfield Project, where teams of architects around the country collaborated

with educators to design unique school spaces.

The aim was to create a “welcoming, light-filled, generously proportioned bunch of spaces that were connected together, and that could

be easily connected or disconnected from one another,” said Moeck.

Large, glass-enclosed classrooms, which can be opened up for ‘team teaching’ and group activities, are connected by a common area

filled with comfortable furniture in bright colours and unorthodox shapes.

Students are encouraged to work in groups using laptops and the internet, in spaces where they feel most comfortable –such as lying

down or sitting outside.

It eschews the traditional model of school teaching, where a teacher stands at the front of a classroom giving information to students

while they sit at rows of desks.

“Traditional teaching … in some respects, is about spoon-feeding the kids,” said Cornerstone learning director Julie Sampson.

“You give them the information and then they regurgitate it back at an exam.

“That might mean that they get good exam results, but when they go on, are they critical thinkers?”

According to Sampson, ‘Paideia’ has made students feel happier at school and more enthusiastic about learning.

“The kids love the space,” she said.

“There’s a shift in education [where] teachers are not the holders of all knowledge anymore, because kids have got access to the internet.



“Students can access information, so it’s not about teaching them about information anymore; it’s teaching them about being critical

thinkers and about evaluating, reflecting [and] synthesising.”

But, according to education consultant and commentator Graedon Horsell, the ‘progressive’ educational pedagogy is a driving force

behind declining student results in Western countries.

“What is emerging is that progressive education is as close as one can get to the root cause of educational failure,” he said.

“Nearly all the developments in education over the past three decades … have focussed on teaching fads, furniture, room configuration,

wall colour and other largely impersonal elements.”

Good teachers, according to Horsell, get results for their students in any learning environment, whilst bad ones can’t be saved by a well-

designed building.

“While fancy furniture, well decorated rooms, and architectural innovations create a pleasant ambience in those schools which can

afford them, the key variable in raising student achievement is the teacher, and good teaching,” he said.

He said “progressive” was the wrong term for current thinking among academics and teacher groups.

“What is lacking is good teaching, evidenced by student achievement.”

Sampson rejected the criticism, telling InDaily the learning environment was an important factor in student development.

“You’re not even going to get started if kids don’t like the environment they’re in,” she said.

“If they’re disengaged and there are negative relationships, then they’re not going to learn.”

The senior teacher, who has worked in schools for more than three decades, said educators were in the process of adapting to new

understandings of teaching, which emphasise the discovery of information by students, rather than its delivery by teachers, as well as

peer collaboration.

“I think if kids are given a little more control and a little more responsibility, it’s going to encourage them to be life-long learners,” she

said.

“These are going to be kids how are going to want to explore and ask questions throughout their life.”

‘Paideia’ was designed by Flightpath Architects in close collaboration with a panel of Cornerstone teachers, who were keen for the

building to reflect this new educational philosophy.

During the three-year long design and construction process, students were surveyed to discover the environments in which students felt

they learned best.

Most responses from students indicated their most memorable learning experiences occurred at home, outdoors, and to a lesser extent,

at school, and mostly in the presence of parents and friends.

“We became aware in the first testing in the traditional setting that people couldn’t think outside of their classroom,” said architect Peter

Moeck.

For that reason, he said, the new classrooms were designed to be supremely flexible, comfortable and integrated with the environment

outside.

“There have been some terrific comments about how easy it is to use and how pleasant it is to be in,” he said.

Sampson admitted not everybody was comfortable with the new style of teaching, but said that she was seeing better student outcomes

from the new environment.

Cornerstone has also experienced an increase in inquiries about middle school enrolment since the building came into use.

“Not everybody’s comfortable. It is a transition,” she said.

“Teachers who have been teaching (for) a long time have come from a more traditional background. It takes time to adjust and to shift

your pedagogy and the way you operate in the classroom.

“I’ve been teaching for 30 years, and I’m in that transition too.”



 

The Council of Educational Facility Planners International (CEFPI) is a world-wide not-for-profit professional organisation which aims to

improve learning spaces. 
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Bravo •  6 days ago

“You give them the information and then they regurgitate it back at an exam. “That might mean that they get good exam
results, but when they go on, are they critical thinkers?”

Bingo! Hence why we have uni grads that are utter morons and brilliant students who cant graduate. The pass is dependent
on the willingness to be accepted, to parrot and to regurgitate. Not think, analyse, innovate, explore or do.

Having said that, I'm not at all sure cushions and windows promote critical thinking. Its 2 separate things. A curious
student (or adult), will ask and questions and learn in every environment they are in. In school or out. The key is to kindle
that sense of wonder and curiosity.

To me (and I could be very wrong) THE INTERNET is as full of garbage as it is of facts, and those 'facts' often have 7
different versions from different think tanks (or funding sources). A critical thinker is able to recognise that. A regurgitator is
unlikely to and will dish up the first thing they see, looking no further.

Being a fee paying college, this new building design might be more about attracting those parents willing to pay for a critical
thinking education for their child. Lets hope those teachers involved turn out some top rate researchers and scientists and
architects, and that they are able to stay in SA, not need to ship out to other places that actually value those attributes.

But lets also hope our SA universities dont crush that critical thinking out of them before they even get that far. Here's
hoping.
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KatB •  7 days ago

What happens if a child with hearing impairment enrols? How will they cater for that child's needs?
  

• Reply •

Shaboo •  7 days ago

Almost anyone can get good scores if it's just about repeating what you're told like a parrot. The real challenge is critical
thinking and effective research skills. Give a person a fish and you feed them for a day; teach a person to fish and you feed
them for a lifetime.
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Susan Hyde •  7 days ago

good on Cornerstone for opening up the learning environment, there is increasing evidence that the one teacher one class
one subject is boring and our students, which is more likely the reason for the so called "decline in standards". Thank
goodness Cornerstone Board did not take Graeden Horsell's views about "nearly all the developments" ..... as gospel. What
nonsense.
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SueC •  7 days ago

looks like the open plan blocks at public schools in the 70's
  1  
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Peter Moeck Architect •  7 days ago

Dear Bension, I trust that this will stimulate some discussion. Factual corrections are that Flightpath Architects were the
project architects. CEFPI is the Council of Educational Facility Planners International. My role was as Consulting Architect
with Flightpath and CEFPI Mayfield Project national facilitator and leader of Team SA, who evaluated the learning
environments. For more information, go to cefpi.org.au and look for the link to Mayfield Project Team SA 2014. Publications
of 'Joined Up' can also be purchased on line and delivered. This is an excellent read.
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